






























Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Medical applications of dosage

Dosing is the act of measuring, preparing and delivering a quantity of product. For example,

the preparation of a two components adhesive requires a precise amount of each component

in order to produce the expected mixture. Similar examples can be found in cooking, where

the amount of salt has to be controlled more or less accurately. In the medical field, this

notion of dosage is important at different levels. When administering medicine to treat a

disease, an error of dosage can make the treatment inefficient and worse, an overdose can

be lethal. The accuracy of dosage is also an obvious concern when administering expensive

products. An extremely wide variety of products are injected for numerous applications.

In the medical field, the preferred tool for the dosage of fluids is the syringe. A typical syringe

(Fig. 1.1) is composed of two main mechanical sets: the barrel and the plunger. The barrel,

which contains the product, is nowadays mostly made of plastic, although it might also be

made of glass. The needle, made of metal, is attached to it. The fingers rest on the opposite

side of the barrel are used for ergonomics. When the user applies pressure on the thumb rest,

the plunger pushes the fluid out of the barrel. The plunger tip, made of elastomer, constitutes

the interface between the barrel and the plunger. It acts as a joint to ensure that the fluid is

expelled from the barrel through the needle and does not leak in the direction of the plunger.

plunger plunger tip barrel needle

Figure 1.1: Image of a typical plastic syringe.

Syringes vary on most aspects: size, materials, ergonomics, quality, stiffness, etc. Although

many syringes are multi-purpose, some are particularly adapted to specific applications. For

the user, the choice of a syringe is therefore dependent on the conditions of the injection as

well as the product. By design, a syringe is a rather clumsy tool when used to inject only part

of its content and dosage can be inaccurate because the control is done visually.

1.2 Tasks of the addressed injector

The main objective of the injector is to provide the user with a solution to perform usually

complicated and tiring injections more easily, and most importantly effortlessly. To do so,
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1.3. Injectors — a brief history and the state of the art

the injector has to be highly manoeuvrable, that is to say small, light and well balanced. As

the presence of a power cord impedes manoeuvrability, the target device has to be cordless.

Regarding performance itself, the injector has to provide a given force over a given linear

stroke, in a single direction. It is essential for the user that using the injector does not slow

the operation down compared to working traditionally by hand. The injection can consist in

just a drop (drop mode) or a larger volume (flow mode, Fig. 1.2) delivered at various speeds.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Examples of drop (a) and flow mode (b) injections.

The challenges of the design is the numerous conflicting requirements. On the one hand,

the mechanism is required to have a good accuracy to deliver small amounts of liquid, but

on the other hand, it has to deliver doses rather quickly. The conflict between speed and

resolution is illustrated simply: writing a sentence with very small characters takes more

time than writing in a normal size. Also, a strong thrust force is necessary but the size of the

device should be as small as possible, whereas material resistance indicates the opposite. To

make matters worse, the device has to be cordless and yet offer a long battery life (if electrical

energy is necessary). The developed solution should therefore provide a satisfying trade-off

between all of the above.

The analysis of the state of the art provides interesting information and ideas. The historical

evolution of injectors can also be a source of inspiration.

1.3 Injectors — a brief history and the state of the art

All the injectors discussed here work on the same principle as a syringe, namely a plunger

mounted with a sealing joint pushing the fluid out of a barrel. Slightly different injection

principles exist, such as the application of pressure on an elastic tube containing the fluid
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2.2. Definition of an escapement-based movement

the environment, can also interact with the timebase in order to define the way the advance

should be performed. In some applications, it might also be necessary to give the user a way

to interact directly with the transmission so as to change the position of the output of the

transmission by hand.

Energy stock

Escapement

Transmission
Load

UserEnergy stock

Regulating organ

Energy
supply

Energy

Energy (hypothetical)

Data

Data (hypothetical)

Movement

Environment

interface

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of an escapement mechanism. The arrows show energy and data
flows.

The many hypothetical flows represented in the diagram show that numerous possibilities

exist. Their presence as well as the precise energy flows are up to the designer who should

carefully study the available options. For example, a wise selection of the principle to recharge

the energy stock from the energy supply permits a limitation of the number of mechanical

parts.

Because energy is a crucial theme when discussing escapements, let us define here that:

• the energy coming from the mentioned energy supply, referred to as rechargeable

energy, is considered ‘free’ and infinite in the limitations of the defined availability

(arrows from the energy supply in Fig. 2.2);

• any energy coming from another source, disposable energy, necessitates a costly op-

eration from the user (not represented in Fig. 2.2 because it is not part of the normal

functioning of an escapement).

In other words, a system working purely on rechargeable energy is considered highly efficient,

whereas one that works with disposable energy is less efficient. The definition of ‘costly’ is

application dependent and an important specification of the product.
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Chapter 3. Conceptual Design of a Linear Movement

3.2 Functioning principle

The search for solution principles is not described here, but there is more information in

appendix A. Working towards miniaturisation, one of the design paradigms is to use as little

mechanical parts as possible. Similarly, the energy and data flows should be as simplified as

possible. In that scope, the studied functional diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1. Three separate

modes are introduced: working, recharge and maintenance modes. The working mode

(Fig. 3.1a) is when the movement is used to provide energy to the load. In this mode, the

energy stock is being discharged. When in recharge mode (Fig. 3.1b), the energy stock

receives energy from the supply and hypothetical expendables can be changed. Finally, in

the maintenance mode (not represented), the movement is at standstill but the energy stock

of the regulating organ is replaced or recharged. The requirements for the external functions

of the energy stock, transmission & escapement and regulating organ (Tables 3.2 to 3.4) can

be clarified.
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UserEnergy stock
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(a) Working mode.
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Escapement
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UserEnergy stock

Regulating organ

Energy
supply

Movement

Environment

User

interface

Energy Data

(b) Recharge mode.

Figure 3.1: Studied functional diagram.
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4.2. Energetic performance

Energy stock

Escapement

Transmission
Load

Energy stock

Regulating organ

EoutEin,a

Em,in

Ein,d

Figure 4.2: Energy flows in the linear movement.

WFb ,r of the parasitic forces of the bearings of the rail. We can therefore define Ein,a as:

Ein,a = Eout +WFb ,r . (4.18)

The model for the evaluation of WFb ,r is of course dependent on the implementation choices.

Plain bearings create a friction force where ball bearings create mostly negligible friction but

are more expensive, more fragile and slightly less good dynamically.

Let us denote t Eout the desired output energy, as given in the requirements. In many cases,
t Eout �= Eout, in particular if the Ein,a is provided by a spring. In this case, the energy factors

and true energy factors differ. Since this is academically not particularly interesting, it is not

discussed any further in this chapter.

Disposable energy

Since the disposable energy Ein,d is used for control purposes, it is supposed to be small

— in fact, as small as possible — compared to the rechargeable energy. In a way, Ein,d can

be considered as pure energy losses in the systemic approach. Yet, its data conveying role

makes it essential. Let us therefore start the evaluation of Ein,d from the interaction between

thrust and control energy and identify where energy is consumed from there on. Using the

upstream methodology, we can identify that energy (Fig. 4.3) is sequentially consumed in:

1. the bending of the recoil spring for the displacement of the blocker (LErs);

2. the friction between the blocker and the rail (LEl );

3. the displacement of the release mechanism (LErm);

4. the collision-based energy transmission (energy transmission between the regulating

organ and the release mechanism, LEc );

5. the regulating organ (LEro).

6. The residual kinetic energy is not consumed, but corresponds to the excess motion

energy stored in the mover of the regulating organ.
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5.1. Use of actuators in escapement-based movements

Energy
stock

Processor

Driver

User
interface

Actuator

Energy Data

Sensor (hypothetical)
Ein,d

Em,in

Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the regulating organ considered in this chapter.

Key characteristics

The accurate identification of the task of the regulating organ in the movement is central

to its correct design and optimisation. Of course, its most important role is, when desired,

to trigger a step. In other words, it has to provide enough mechanical work to release the

escapement. This energy has to be dispensed smartly so as to ensure the releasing. For

example, if a certain locking force has to be provided, the mechanical output of the regulating

organ should of course overcome it.

From the point of view of the movement, it is important that the target displacement and

advance performance are obtained. Given the working assumptions (open-loop) for the

discussed movements, it is sufficient to count the number of steps to ensure the correct

displacement. Speed control however requires a certain dynamic performance that has to be

part of the requirements for the regulating organ.

On the other side of the energy conversion process, the input energy is critical. Indeed, one

of the main features of escapement-based movements is their peculiar energy management.

As such, whether the regulating organ energy supply is a battery or is harvested from the

main energy supply, it is advantageous to use as little energy as possible.

Depending on the application, other features might be equally or even more important.

Typically, the manufacturing costs, the volume, the reliability or the use of normalised parts

are constraints.
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Chapter 5. Electronically-Controlled Movements

5.3.1 Electric model

Kirchhoff’s circuit laws are a result of Maxwell’s laws that can be used for electric circuits.

Therefore, let us define the equivalent electric circuit of the regulating organ, based on the

schematic view shown in Fig. 5.4. The equivalent electric circuit is developed step by step by

modelling each part of the regulating organ.

Energy stock Driver Actuator

Processor

Figure 5.4: Scheme of the equivalent electric model of the regulating organ.

Energy supply

In our case, the actuator is battery-powered. A very simple model commonly accepted for

batteries is that of a voltage supply Ui with a series resistance Ri . These two parameters are

sufficient to describe the electrical behaviour of the energy supply, namely that the efficiency

of the battery varies with the load. The input energy is computed as follows:

Ein(t ) =
∫t

t=0
Ui · ib(t ) d t , (5.2)

where ib(t ) is the current delivered by the battery. Let us call the output voltage ub ; this value

will be useful later on.

Batteries performance vary widely, because of their technology, shape or size. Let us compare

the performance of three very common types of batteries found in consumer electronics:

AAA, CR123A and CR2032. These batteries can be used alone or by pairs in order to adapt the

performance. AAA batteries are for example commonly used in pairs to provide sufficient

voltage for consumer electronics applications.
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5.3. Model of the efficiency and mechanical performance

Property Battery type
Parameter Description AAA CR2032 CR123A

Ui Voltage supply (V) 1.5 3 3
Ri Internal resistance (Ω) 0.3 20 0.5

Rated current (mA) 250 3 1000
Peak current (mA) 600 20 5000
Capacity (mA·h) [540, 1200] [150, 250] [700, 1500]
Height (mm) 44 3.2 34
Diameter (mm) 10 20 17
Weight (g) 12 3 16

Table 5.2: Properties of commonly used batteries in consumer electronics. All the values
given are typical values found on data sheet. Each manufacturer gives different specifications.

Microcontroller

The microcontroller serves as interface between the user and the escapement. An uncount-

able number of microcontrollers can be used in an application where the user can interact

with three buttons and receives information via LEDs. The same is true when observing the

control tasks of the microcontroller. Indeed, it is expected that the control of the actuator

is simple, with at most very few calculations to perform and two pulse-width modulation

(PWM) signals to emit. Cost, brand, energy consumption, volume, availability are all valid

criteria that the designer might use to make a choice.

From the point of view of modelling, the exact type of microcontroller can be overlooked and

very common values can be taken into account for either energy, size or cost. The energy

consumption of the microcontroller is furthermore often negligible compared with that of

the actuator, even should a slightly more complex voltage stabiliser be used. Nevertheless,

these remarks and the previous section yield the equivalent electric circuit given in Fig. 5.5.

Energy stock Driver Actuator
data

Ri

Ueq

Figure 5.5: Scheme of the equivalent circuit with the selected energy supply and microcon-
troller.
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Chapter 5. Electronically-Controlled Movements

Driving electronics

H-bridges are very common structures for drivers. They allow to apply a bidirectional voltage

on a load, controlled with PWM, between ±Ui . In practice, it is not possible to reach such

voltage because of the voltage drop induced by the conduction resistance of the transistors.

Also, the average value of the voltage is controlled by the H-bridge, but not its instantaneous

value. The high frequency effects due to the transistors switching are neglected here which

is equivalent to making the hypothesis that the output voltage is constant. Because of the

symmetry of the actuator and that of the H-bridge, the model for one direction of motion

describes both directions, thus the H-bridge is not fully represented. Instead, the transistors

in conduction are replaced by the sum of their conduction resistances RH and the transistors

in cut-off state are omitted. To simulate the selectable level of voltage on the bridge, let us

introduce the factor D , comprised between 0 and 1. The battery internal voltage is replaced

by a virtual internal voltage Ueq defined as:

Ueq = D ·Ui (5.3)

The capacitor is used to enhance the battery life, maximise the current in the actuator during

the impulse, and lower its ripple. Indeed, the losses in Ri are proportional to the square of the

current through it, and the duration. It is therefore advantageous to work with lower currents.

The capacitor is thus loaded while the actuator is not powered. As soon as the transistors of

the bridge conduct, the capacitor can help the battery to provide energy and thus reduce the

joule heating of the battery. Also, it helps reducing the supply voltage drop on the actuator

when it is powered. The effect is yet more important for high frequency switching, typically

with PWM. Since the model reduces the PWM to an adjustment of the supply voltage Ui , the

capacitor is neglected. Fig. 5.6 shows the equivalent electric circuit at that point.

Energy stock Driver Actuator

Ri RH

Ueq

ia

Figure 5.6: Scheme of the equivalent circuit with the selected energy supply, microcontroller
and driver.
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5.3. Model of the efficiency and mechanical performance

Actuator

The actuator is arguably the most important part of the regulating organ in terms of energy,

but also dynamic performance. The model of an actuator generally provides information

on the mechanical performance with respect to the electrical input. With the development

above, the electrical energy supply has been defined. On this basis, it is possible to describe,

either analytically or numerically, the energy conversion process. Electromagnetic actuators

can be modelled by their electric resistance and a fictive voltage sources. These sources are

a representation of induced voltages in the coils due to the magnetic flux variations that

they observe, or in other words, to the magnetic energy variation in the system. It therefore

represents the interaction between the magnetic and electric environments. The induced

voltage u is the time derivative of the magnetic flux ψ.

The described actuator can actually be modelled by a single resistance Ra in series with a

single voltage source ua . The electric equivalent model of the regulating organ is therefore

given in Fig. 5.7, with the induced voltage ua . What is particularly important to understand

is that the value of the magnetic flux ψa through the coil varies not only with the current

supplied to the coil, but also with the position of the mover. The shape of the equivalent

circuit indicates for the use of Kirchhoff’s voltage law with ia the current in the actuator,

which yields:

Ueq (t ) = Ri · ia(t )+ (RH +Ra) · ia(t )+ dψa

d t
(t , x)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ua (t ,x)

(5.4)

Energy stock Driver Actuator

Ri RH

Ueq

ia

ua

Ra

Figure 5.7: Scheme of the complete equivalent electric circuit for the studied regulating
organ.

Equation 5.4 is the final electric model of the regulating organ; it yields the magnetic energy

transferred to the actuator in function of electrical parameters. However some of the elements

in the circuit are not defined. In particular, ψa has not been defined because it depends

on the magnetic structure of the actuator. The magnetic modelling, which is necessary
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Chapter 5. Electronically-Controlled Movements

The MOO is then performed using those three power supplies: single CR123A, single AAA

and pair of CR2032.

Multi-objective optimisation

The Pareto front of the solutions obtained after 750 generations of evolution for each of the

three supply configurations is shown in Fig. 5.11. The first observation is that the respective

Pareto fronts for each supply configuration are clearly distinct, with a single AAA providing

better performance than a single CR123A and the pair of CR2032 finishing last. These results

are not particularly surprising because a single AAA has the smallest input voltage and a

comparable internal resistance with a CR123A, yielding less internal Joule heating. In the

same way, the pair of CR2032 has by far the largest voltage and internal resistance.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
200

300

400

500

600

700

Figure 5.11: Pareto front for the three supply configurations.

The two performances are interesting, but the outcome of the optimisation should also be

evaluated in terms of respect of the constraints, namely the provided kinetic energy and

dynamic performance. Fig. 5.12 shows the kinetic energy Ekin that each individual of the

Pareto fronts provides. The success of the optimisation process is proven by the fact that

many individuals generate a kinetic energy close to the required 150 μJ. It clearly shows that

most of the actuators for a CR123A are oversized because they generate a kinetic energy up

to more than twice what is required. It is thus understood that the CR123A provides a larger

power surge than the others, offering a larger force from the interaction between the coil

and the magnets. This explains why it has a much larger Pareto front that covers a larger

spectrum of values for both performances. It appears clearly on the plot that obtaining

extreme performance in one or the other performance is more troublesome because the

individuals at both ends of the front generate less kinetic energy.

By controlling the driving voltage in a CR123A supply (by applying a constant lower voltage

using PWM), it is possible to further optimise the actuator and obtain performances similar —
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5.4. Multi-objective optimisation
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Figure 5.12: Kinetic energy provided by the individuals of the Pareto fronts.

if not better — to those with a AAA battery, with the comfort of having a larger voltage for the

electronics. However, this requires another round of optimisation where the driving voltage

Ueq is a free parameter. This has not been done, but performances of the individuals of the

CR123A front have been recalculated with Ueq = 1.5 and Ueq = 2 V. This can be achieved by

using PWM on the driving H-bridge. With Ueq = 1.5 V, none of the individuals were capable

of providing 150 μJ of kinetic energy, but the results with Ueq = 2 V are really close to those

obtained with a AAA (Fig. 5.13), yet slightly less good, with a larger energy consumption

or a similar actuator volume. Still, they generate slightly more kinetic energy because the

individuals are not fully optimised.
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Figure 5.13: Close-up on the individuals of the AAA Pareto front with the addition of the
modified voltage CR123A.

From the point of view of dynamics, the rising duration of the mover Td is of particular

interest because it directly participates in the definition of the maximal actuation frequency.

The Pareto fronts are here given with Td in Fig. 5.14. Among all the individuals, Td is included

between 1.8 and 2.6 ms, significantly shorter than the maximal accepted duration Td ,max.
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Chapter 5. Electronically-Controlled Movements

The high power surge capabilities of the CR123A are again observed, as the individuals of the

corresponding front are typically faster than the others. The CR123A with a reduced voltage

are also globally faster than the individuals for a AAA.
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Figure 5.14: Rising time of the individuals of the Pareto fronts.

A correlation is observed between Td and Ekin. Obviously, a faster actuator globally yields

more kinetic energy, since both depend on the speed of the mover, although not exactly in the

same way. Fig. 5.15 is a scatter plot of the kinetic energy versus the rising time. The tendency

of faster individuals to generate more kinetic energy is clear. In addition, it clearly shows that

in terms of constraints, the actuators obtained for the modified voltage CR123A yield similar

results to the pair of CR2032. In this sense, they fare better, since their performance is better.

150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325
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2.2

2.4

2.6

Figure 5.15: Kinetic energy and rising duration obtained for the individuals of the Pareto
fronts.

Finally, let us investigate the actual shape of the optimised actuators. A comparison of all

the individuals of the fronts shows that not a single individual is part of two fronts. However,

the analysis of each parameter separately brings up some information. Firstly, the airgap

between the back iron yoke and the PMs δb is always minimal because its influence on the

volume is more important than the effect on the force. For a future optimisation, it is advised
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5.4. Multi-objective optimisation
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Figure 5.17: Kinetic energy of the individuals of the Pareto front for the studied linear move-
ment.

The performance of the obtained configurations varies across a large span with the most

energetically-efficient consuming half the energy of the smallest actuators. In terms of size,

the variation is smaller. The choice of the actual actuator is down to the designer, but let us

assume that the most efficient actuator is selected. It is now possible to calculate the relative

true energy factor of the devised linear movement by dividing the minimal required output

energy during a step by the input energy:

t
sη

∗
r = (40+1) ·0.4 ·10−3

3.3 ·10−3 = 5.0. (5.11)

In the same way, the disposable true energy factor t
sη

∗
d is evaluated at 4.8. This value almost

fulfils the requirement of t
sη

∗
d = 5.0. Since there is a margin of 20% on the required mover kin-

etic energy, the actuator’s performance might actually be better than modelled and therefore

the objective attained. Tests should be conducted on a prototype to validate the results. Yet,

compared to a traditionally powered movement, typically composed of a DC motor, some

gears and a ball screw mechanism, this value provides a battery life at least five times higher,

since the theoretical limit for an ideal system such as this is 1. The main objective of the

development is therefore reached.

Also, the maximal advance speed can be computed. The retained actuator configuration

has a mover rising duration Td = 1.5 ms. The minimal thrust force along the stroke and the

load and friction values yield a rail moving duration Tm < 1 ms. Therefore, the minimal main

cycle duration Ta is limited by the dynamics of the blocker, embodied by the blocker return

duration Tr = 6 ms. The maximal advance speed is therefore va = 67.4 mm·s−1, which is

much larger than the required 10 mm·s−1.
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6.1. Regulating organ – a miniature linear actuator

Mover Iron yokes Aluminium frame

1 cm

Coils Leaf spring stage

Figure 6.1: Picture of the actuator prototype.
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Figure 6.2: Cross-section of the prototyped actuator. Only magnetically active parts are
shown.
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Chapter 6. Prototypes & Experiments

Parameter Description Value

xu Release position (mm) 0.95
eh Height of the E (mm) 10
ew Width of the E (mm) 5
ed Depth of the system (mm) 10
eb Thickness of the back of the E (mm) 1.65
em Thickness of the middle leg (mm) 1.3
et Thickness of the outer legs (mm) 1.1
nh Height of the slot apertures (mm) 0.6
nw Width of the slot apertures (mm) 0.65
nmh Position of the slot apertures (mm) 1.7
ph Height of the PMs (mm) 8
pw Width of the PMs (mm) 1
δe,1 Airgap between an iron yoke and the PMs (mm) 0.65
δe,2 Airgap between the other iron yoke and the PMs (mm) 0.3
B0 Remanence of the PMs (T) 1.43
μr Relative permittivity of the PMs (—) 1.22
N Number of turns of each coil (—) 180
Ra Resistance of the two coils (Ω) 20
wd Wire diameter (mm) 0.12
kl s Spring constant of the leaf spring stage (N·m−1) 400
ma Mass of the mover (g) 0.94

Table 6.1: Parameters of the model and their values.

Laser displacement sensor

Actuator

Driving electronics

Displacement device Scale (force sensor)

Figure 6.3: Picture of the experimental set-up for the steady state performance of the actuator.
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6.2. An electronically-controlled linear movement

Energy stock Actuator Transmission & escapement

Figure 6.10: Picture of the movement prototype.

Release mechanism Actuator Mover

BlockersRail

Figure 6.11: Close up on the escapement and regulating organ of the movement prototype.

6.2.1 Dynamic performance

The dynamic performance of the prototype is tested in two parts. Firstly, the blocker re-

turn duration Tr modelled in chapter 4 is measured. Secondly, and more interestingly, the

displacement of the output.

Return duration

In Sec. 4.1.2, the return duration T f
r is modelled as:

T f
r =

√
mb,e

kr
·arccos

(
xb,0

xb,m

)
, (6.1)
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6.2. An electronically-controlled linear movement

is observed to be slightly further than the position of the collision because of the elasticity

of the leaf spring stage. It results in each step being slightly shorter than the previous. This

elasticity as well as the nature of the energy stock (a spring) a responsible for the oscillations

before the stabilisation of the position.
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Figure 6.12: Evolution of the position of the output for three different load conditions.

The comparison between the syringe and water cases is more interesting in terms of nature

of the load. The beginning of a step is completely similar for both cases, which tends to

show that at first the compliance of the syringe is the most important effect. Then, at about

2.5 mm, the importance of the water is observed because the curves diverge. Once the

step is accomplished, the position still oscillates before stabilisation because of the elastic

deformation of the parts, yet to a smaller extent.

Fig. 6.13 shows the position of the output for two different series of eight step with a syringe

as a load. One series (full line) is successful and the other one (dotted line) skips a step,

which eventually creates a positioning error of two steps. The successful and failed series

are performed with a different thrust force. In the first series, it is observed that the syringe

is not constrained at the beginning because the first step starts really fast before slowing

down. Quite similarly, in the second series, the first two steps are required to constrain the

syringe. This is simply due to mounting where the plunger of the syringe is only pushed on

by the rail and not bonded to it. In a commercialised device, this would of course happen,

but it is equivalent to what practitioners do before injecting when they ensure that there is

no air in the syringe before starting the injection. Whereas the steps come one after another

harmoniously in the first series, the third step of the second series is too slow, which causes

the subsequent step to be initiated too early. The rail is therefore blocked by the blocker that

was supposed to have released the previous step, which causes yet another step to be skipped.

The sequence then resumes normally.
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Chapter 6. Prototypes & Experiments
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Figure 6.13: Evolution of the position of the output for two different series of eight steps and
the theoretical advance speed.

Finally, Fig. 6.14 shows the advance on the whole stroke for each load case at a speed of

4 mm·s−1. Without load, it works normally. In the syringe and water cases, some steps are

skipped but there are no rules as to when the steps are skipped. With the reduction of the

thrust force along the stroke, it is expected that steps are skipped more often towards the

end of the stroke, but since the loads are real and not constant, some steps are skipped in

different locations along the stroke. Tests conducted with a speed of 2 mm·s−1 showed that

in these conditions the system never skips a step. This proves the importance of the thrust

force in the definition of the dynamic performance of the movement.
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Figure 6.14: Evolution of the position of the output on the whole stroke for each load case, at
a commanded average speed of 4 mm·s−1.
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6.2. An electronically-controlled linear movement

6.2.2 Energetic performance

To conclude this chapter, let us analyse the model of the energetic performance.

Mechanical energy factor

A first experiment targets the validation of the model of the mechanical energy developed in

chapter 4. To do so, the kinetic energy Ek,trig necessary to initiate a step under a given thrust

force Fs is measured. The designed set-up is extremely basic (Fig. 6.15): a pendulum (polymer

rod of known mass and centre of mass) collides with the L of the release mechanism. The

conversion of the potential energy of the rod to kinetic energy is supposed ideal (no friction

on the pivot). Therefore, measuring the angle formed by the initial position of the pendulum

and the position when it hits the L permits to determine the amount of kinetic energy

provided to the system.

Figure 6.15: Picture of the experimental set-up for the validation of the model of the mechan-
ical energy.

Of course, since the conditions are not exactly the same as when the movement is in normal

use, some adaptations are required. The major difference regards the unlocking condition.

Previously (4.44), it was established that to initiate a step, the kinetic energy should be higher

than the largest of the displacement Ed or unlocking energy Ek,ul, based on the assumption

that the time t∞ necessary for all the collisions of a series of collisions to have taken place

is negligible. However, it is no longer the case in this experiment, where a single collision

happens because the force on the rod is small. Therefore, the efficiency of a single collision is

substituted to the efficiency of a series of collisions in (4.43) to yield:

Ed = Wf ,r +WF,lock

ηfc
. (6.2)

Although small, the difference is important as the efficiency of the first collision is significantly
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